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Test case Oslo: An ambitious plan of spring 2017…

…turned out a truly unique data set

Titan 5pkt/m2

Titan 10 pkt/m2

Titan 10 pkt/m2

+ HySpex VNIR og SWIR



ALS data (lidar) 
yields a 3D 
model of the
surface in the
form of a point
cloud

Hyperspectral
data gives a 
detailed spectrum
divided into
hundreds of color
channels in the
visible and the
near infrared and 
shortwave
infrared, bringing
out «invicible» 
differences in the
surface material



Sensors: Optech Titan og Hyspex VNIR+SWIR
Active sensor (does not 
require sunlight, can be 
flown in the dark) 3 
channels:

Channel 1: 1550 nm
Channel 2: 1064 nm
Channel 3: 532 nm

Passive sensor (requires
the sun as light source) 
with a total of 474
channels:

VNIR area:  
400 - 1000 nm
SWIR area: 
1000-2500 nm

VNIR area:  400 - 1000 nm SWIR area: 1000-2500 nm



Specifications HySpex:

Description VNIR-1800 SWIR-384 Total
Number of bands 186 288 474
Spectral range 407 - 997 nm 955 - 2523 nm 407 - 2523 nm
Spectral resolution 3.19 nm 5.46 nm
Spatial resolution (GSD) 30 cm 70 cm
Field of view 17° 16°
Normal operating altitude 1 300 m AGL 1 300 m AGL
Normal swath width 390 m 370 m



Flight plan 
Titan Multi-
spectral ALS:

City center flown
N/S AND E/W to 
minimize occlusion
and optimize point
distribution



Flight plan 
HySPEX
VNIR and 
SWIR



Data collection 19.7.2017



HySpex examples: point clouds and spectra



VNIR: 400-1000 nm:
Example of test classification, normalized spectrum
Bike lanes, marble, concrete, gravel, vegetation, asphalt



SWIR: 1000-2500 nm:
Example of test classification, normalized spectrum
Bike lanes, marble, concrete, gravel, vegetation, asphalt



Example of
automatic
classification of
city scene based
on spectral
signatur of
surface materials



Botanical Gardens: 
Example of «regular» 
lidardata colored by 
intensity and 
elevation



Example, lidar
Botanical Gardens 
(intensity only)



Example, RGB display 
from 3 hyspex
channels in the
visible area –
showing various
shades of green



Example, point cloud
coloured by 3 VNIR 
channels:
(R: 755 nm
G: 563 nm
B: 452 nm)
Contrast adjusted to 
enhance vegetation
differences



Example, point cloud
colored by the SWIR 
channels
(R: 2152 nm
G: 1660 nm
B: 1223 nm)
We clearly distinguish
roof materials, gravel
pathways and 
grenhouse glass roofs



Of course there will be interesting vegetation in 
Botanical Gardens, but how about a «regular» forest? 

For example the Ekeberg Hill in Oslo?

Great spectral
differences between
common tree species!

And by applying
the HySpex
coloring to the
point cloud you
will obtain a 
three-
dimensional
hyperspectral
forest!



Example data from multispectral lidar

Lidar data in 3 channels: 
10 pkt/m2 in whole city center

Contains color
information in 3 
wavelengths:



Intensitetsverdier kanal 1: 1550 nm



Intensitetsverdier kanal 2: 1064 nm



Intensitetsverdier kanal 3: 532 nm
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Composite image, city scene, 3 channels Titan, lidar
data only!    (RGB =  intensity values from channels 1,2 and 3)



Composite image 3 channels Titan



Resulting 3 D 
city model with
3 channel
coloring from 
Titan data:



Part of what
makes this data 
set so unique is 
the excellent
co-registration
between lidar
and 
hyperspectral
imagery

Lidar data
(Titan)

Hyper-
spectral
ortho-
photo
(HySpex)



So, what
are the
applications
of all this
information
…?

Possible practical applications: 
• Automated detection of certain objects from a 

large data set, e.g: asbestos roofs, solar panels, 
yellow cars, trampolines, rare vegetation species, 
oil spill…

• Classification of surface types such as: buildings, 
vegetation, glass roofs, road surface, water etc

• Sub-classification within the major classes: various
roof materials, different vegetation species, 
different road pavement types

• Analysis of the state/quality with the subclass such
as: vegetation health, wear and damage of building
roofs, wear and damage to asphalt roads

• Water, sea floor and beach zones: Water depth, 
subwater vegetation classification, water turbidity, 
algae concentration, oil spills…

• Environmental monitoring: Pollution of surface
materials as well as air monitoring above the city



Classification: extraction
of vegetations points

only in the point cloud. 
Top left: Green roofs on
«bar code» area in Oslo

3D vegetation model (point cloud) 
containing all height information (Z or dZ)



Possible identification of rare vegetation species 
(illustration from Ekeberg)



Extraction of objects with
cobalt pigment

Some mysterious blue objects turned up as 
part of the first vegetation classification. It 
turns out that the pigment cobalt has a 
spectrum very similar to chlorophyll in the
red and near infrared. These can easily be 
separated out by building a blue color
mask. We the end up with a 3D model of all 
cobalt blue objects visible in the city. 
Mysterious blue humps in a circle
= tents at Ekeberg Camping
Mysterious rectangular plateaus 3 meters 
above ground = bus shelters
We also got lots of blue shipping 
containers, some roofs, cars, and an 
industrial crane at the loading dock area!



Mapping of Asbestos Cement Roofs and 
Their Weathering Status Using 
Hyperspectral Aerial Images

Chiara Cilia 1, Cinzia Panigada 1,*, Micol
Rossini 1, Gabriele Candiani 2, Monica 
Pepe 2 and Roberto Colombo

ISPRS Int. J. Geo-Inf. 2015, 4(2), 928-
941;

Similar data sets have 
proven efficient in 
identifying asbestos cement
roofs, as well as their state of
wear. Asbestos is mainly a 
problem when it needs to be 
replaced



Example of sub-classifications of buildings into various roof
materials:



Spectral differences between fir, spruce and 
birch are minimal – presenting a well-known
challenge:



Spruce

Fir

Birch

Example of sub-classification of vegetation into tree species:



Example of state of wear within one surface
material: asphalt condition near Helsfyr, Oslo
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Examples inner Oslo Fjord: mapping of seafloor
vegetation cover vs sand, and water depth mapping

Analysis to differentiate between
seafloor vegetation and sand

Analysis to extract depth information
regardless of sea floor type, using lidar
green channel for depth calibration



Other possible marine applications
Mapping of: 
• Turbidity
• Chlorophyll/algae
• Heavy metals, 

e.g. copper, 
chromium, 
manganese

• Oil spills / 
hydrocarbons

• Microplastics



Also possibility of environmental monitoring: 
Low-hanging pollution above city



These are just some examples to illustrate the
magnitude of possibilities with this type of data

Complexity and size of data is always a challenge
(imagine each lidar point now has 474 color values, 
potentially combined with full waveform…)

Thanks to increased capacity and computing power, 
even «regular» PCs can now potentially handle these
enormous amounts of data

Sample data sets for R&D purposes are available on
demand! 

Conclusion: 

dagrun.aarsten@terratec.no


